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Agenda

• The CEEO Engineering Learning Systems Lab
• Background of the ConnecTions in the Making project
• ConnecTions curriculum development process
•Overview of the ConnecTions curriculum units
• ConnecTions pedagogy
•Q & A



Learning experiences
Learning tools 
and teaching 
approaches

Desired 
learning 
goals

Learning data

Actual 
learning 
outcomes

Education research at the CEEO:
Studying and innovating 
engineering learning systems



(Circa 2008)



Productive 
disciplinary 

engagement in 
engineering

Tools and strategies 
to deepen
disciplinary 

engagement and 
teacher learning

Trajectories of 
learning to teach 

engineering design

Understanding 
barriers to 

access

Design supports for 
easier access and more 
sophisticated 
engineering practices 
by students

Broaden understanding of 
what it means to 
participate in engineering, 
and who can participate
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Uncovering relational work

B: (to Kristen) I don’t think A agreed.
(Kristen leaves)
B: (to A) Which one do YOU want to do? 

A: The lunch count because I wasn't here 
[yesterday], so the first one's easier for 
me.

B: (to A) I already know if we don't do 
the lunch count [design], you're 
gonna be mad, so I'll just go with the 

lunch count cuz I don't have time to 
be mad, cuz somebody's mad. So 
we’re gonna do the lunch count 

[design].



Uncovering student reasoning



More language of engineering 
description and explanation

More mechanistic reasoning about 
the performance of their design 

constructions

Learning to support engineering discourse



“… [Jacob] was, like, all 
excited that he came up with 
oars, and then Anthony was 

like, ‘Yeah, but they're swans. 
How are they gonna hold an 

oar?’” 

“That's one of those things that 
they- once they realized that they 

actually couldn't do that in the 
classroom maybe they wouldn't be 
able to do that, you know, in real 

life.

Developing teachers’ “professional vision”



Designing Biomimetic Robots

• An interdisciplinary curriculum where 
students build biomimetic robots

• Biomimicry = context for learning biology, 
computational thinking, and engineering 
design

• In the solution space, students narrow the 
scope of their robot designs, informed by 
animal structure-function relationships. 

• In the challenge space, they narrow the 
scope of real-world disasters by modeling 
them in the classroom. 

• This dual problem scoping enables students 
to be active participants shaping the content 
of their learning. 



Designing Biomimetic Robots

Problem scoping in the challenge space (left, green) and solution space (right, orange). Hurricane disaster example in italics. 



Learning Assistants are undergraduate students who, through the guidance of weekly preparation sessions and 
a pedagogy course, facilitate discussions among groups of students in a variety of classroom settings that 
encourage active engagement.

Learning Assistants for College Engineering

Spring 2018 Pilot in Mechanical Engineering:
• 2 sections of ES 7 Thermodynamics
• 2 different faculty members
• 2 LA’s – one junior, one senior
• Pedagogy seminar run by Jess Swenson, PhD 

candidate and CEEO researcher
• Using resources from the national Learning Assistant 

Alliance out of CU Boulder

Faculty member after first week 
using LA to enable peer-to-peer 
problem-solving during class time:
“I had fun yesterday!... I am actually 
really excited about this…went home 
last night and told my spouse about it.”



ConnecTions in the Making: Community-
Connected Science + Design

ConnecTions Teacher Design Squad at the 
Aquarium T Station. Boston and Marlborough 
teachers learn about community-based science 
and engineering challenges from the MBTA’s 
Climate Change Resiliency Specialist.



Why study community-connected science + 
engineering education?

We know science and engineering can be 
meaningfully integrated with math, technology, and 
art in project-based learning experiences.

But there are still some crucial open questions:
• How to truly connect with young students from 

STEM-marginalized groups?

• How to create and sustain effective integrated 
elementary curriculum units that logistically fit into 
a district’s existing matrix of science teaching 
resources, schedules, and expectations?



Making connections can seem daunting…

Interviewer: If you do new science and engineering, how likely are you to try 
to prioritize the community thing? Are you going to seek that out?

5th grade teacher: I'll be honest with you. I hadn't thought about it before, this 
idea. And now that we've done it, I do see how it's beneficial and it IS 
important. Now I know HOW to do it, too. And it doesn't have to be this deal 
that you think--you know when you hear 'community' you're like "How am I 
gonna do that? What am I gonna do? I have to get somebody in.”

[But] this worked out so fine, just having the kids connect to the community, just 
the article and being able to see how it's a real world application right here in 
your own town. Yes, I would do it again. And I would find another way to 
connect.



ConnecTions Project Goals

Support teachers in launching from existing district curriculum materials 
into integrated science and engineering units that are 

• connected to communities and culturally relevant,
• supported by technological tools and STEM professionals,
• compatible with the rest of their districts’ curricular resources.

Study the influence of the units on upper elementary students’ science 
and engineering ideas, practices, and attitudes.

Build capacity for students from historically STEM-marginalized groups 
to harness science and engineering for their own communities.
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Why STEM community partners?

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation 
Authority (MBTA): 
• It is a government organization that 

was created to serve the public 
interest 
• It includes a specific charter to avoid a 

disparate negative impact on riders 
from historically non-dominant groups
• It will help us explore the opportunities 

and challenges of having students and 
teachers work with STEM professionals 
from an organization truly connected 
to a local community



The Community Connected Approach
Engineering Focus: Unpack the Problem

• Introduction to Digital Design Notebook
• Brainstorm initial thoughts on community-connected design problem

Science Focus: Investigate Related Phenomena
• Target relevant NGSS standards
• Begin to relate phenomena to design problem

Engineering Focus: Construct and Test Prototypes

• Support student prototyping with a curated Portable Maker Workshop

Integrated Focus: Explain and Redesign

• Refine design documentation
• Student Design Expo



Influences and Inspirations

Situated learning 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991)

Place-based 
education 

(Hammond, 2001; Semken & 
Freeman, 2008)

Asset pedagogies 
(Gonzalez & Moll, 1997; 

Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003; 
Ladson-Billings, 2014; 

Lee,2004; Rosebery et al, 
2010)

Science 
for social 

justice 
(Barton, 2003)

Disciplinary productive 
beginnings and teacher 

noticing 
(Levin, Hammer, & Coffey, 2009; Watkins, 

Spencer, & Hammer, 2014

Engineering's 
history of 

marginalization 
(Tonso, 2006; 2008)



Influences and Inspirations
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The Learning by Design Cycle. “Promoting transfer through case-based reasoning: Rituals and practices in 
learning by design classrooms” (Kolodner, Gray, & Fasse, 2003; Reprinted in Wendell & Kolodner, 2014)

Influences and Inspirations



ConnecTions Project Phases

Investigating Student Learning

Curriculum Design

Teacher Design Squad

With 
Community 
STEM 
Professionals 
as Resource

Repeat for Years 2 and 3

+ New  
Supplies & 
Tech Tools



ConnecTions Curriculum 
Development
Our process for creating truly connected learning experiences



Teacher Design Squad
(Phase 1)
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Sandbags at the Fenway subway 
tunnel in a 2010 storm A scale model of the 

flood-prone tunnel portal





3D Standards Bundling & Unpacking
(Phase 2)





Developing an NGSS Aligned Assessment

Step%1:%Define%what%you%will%assess%by%analyzing%relevant%performance%
expectations%and%the%disciplinary%core%ideas%(DCIs)%and%science%and%
engineering%practices%(SEPs)%they%include,%then%crafting%learning%claims.

Step%2:%Brainstorm%possible%scenarios%for%fulfilling%learning%claim

Step%3:%Select%task%formats%that%correspond%to%the%targeted%SEPs

Step%4:%Use%task%formats%to%build%questions%to%engage%students%with%the%
scenario

Step%5:%Imagine%the%range%of%possible%student%responses%to%the%
questions

Based on Developing%Assessments% for%the%Next%Generation%Science% Standards (NRC,% 2014)



Unit Storyline Development
(Phase 3)







Lesson Plan Details
(Phase 4)





ConnecTions Curriculum Units
From narrowest to broadest definition of “community”
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Cafeteria(Composter(Design
Mrs.(Hall’s(5th Grade
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MBTA(Vehicle(Improvement(Design(
Boston(Public(Schools(3rd Grade





ConnecTions Pedagogy
Key task structures and participation modes for students

1. Community design 
challenge 
“launch”

2. Scaffolded design 
notebooking

3. Whole-class 
sense-making

4. Mid-design share-
outs and gallery 
walks

5. Community STEM 
partner check-ins
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CollaborationDocumentation
Working with Data for 

Explanation and 
Argumentation



1. Community design challenge “launch”



http://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/news/articles/2017/12/segalTdesignTexpoTshowcasesTinnovativeTprojects.html







2. Scaffolded design notebooking
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Specific Sub-Practices Individual Notebooking Collective Notebooking

(6.2) Use observations 
to explain or design

All students No students

(6.3) Identify the evidence 
that supports particular 
points

Some students No students

(6.4) Apply scientific ideas 
to solve design problems

Some students All students

Next Gen SS Practice 6: Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions
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Specific Sub-Practices Individual Notebooking Collective Notebooking

(7.4) Support an argument 
with evidence, data, or a 
model

No students All students

(7.5) Use data to evaluate 
claims about cause and 
effect

No students No students

(7.6) Make a claim about 
the merit of a solution by 
citing relevant evidence 
about how it meets criteria

All students All students

Next Gen SS Practice 7: Engaging in Argument from Evidence



3. Whole-class sense-making
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4. Mid-design share-outs and gallery 
walks









5. Community STEM partner check-ins







Thank you’s and questions
• National Science Foundation
• Boston Public Schools and Marlborough Public Schools
• U Mass Boston COSMIC
• Tufts Center for Engineering Education and Outreach
• Participating teachers and students 
• MBTA Strategic Initiatives, Climate Change Resiliency, and System-Wide Accessibility 

Offices
• Tej Dalvi
• Chelsea Andrews
• Nicole Batrouny
• Fatima Rahman
• Rucha Londhe
• Cesar Guerrero, Greg Fiorillo, Ben Ginden, Marya Schnedeker

Kristen.wendell@tufts.edu


